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		Providing a single-valued assessment of the performance of a process is often one of the greatest challenges for a quality professional. Process Capability Indices (PCIs) precisely do this job. For processes having a single measurable quality characteristic, there is an ample number of PCIs, de?ned in literature. The situation worsens for multivariate processes, i.e., where there is more than one correlated quality characteristic. Since in most situations quality professionals face multiple quality characteristics to be controlled through a process, Multivariate Process Capability Indices (MPCIs) become the order of the day. However, there is no book which addresses and explains di?erent MPCIs and their properties. The literature of Multivariate Process Capability Indices (MPCIs) is not well organized, in the sense that a thorough and systematic discussion on the various MPCIs is hardly available in the literature.

	
		Handbook of Multivariate Process Capability Indices provides an extensive study of the MPCIs de?ned for various types of speci?cation regions. This book is intended to help quality professionals to understand which MPCI should be used and in what situation. For researchers in this ?eld, the book provides a thorough discussion about each of the MPCIs developed to date, along with their statistical and analytical properties. Also, real life examples are provided for almost all the MPCIs discussed in the book. This helps both the researchers and the quality professionals alike to have a better understanding of the MPCIs, which otherwise become di?cult to understand, since there is more than one quality characteristic to be controlled at a time.

	
		Features:

		
			A complete guide for quality professionals on the usage of di?erent MPCIs.
	
			A step by step discussion on multivariate process capability analysis, starting from a brief discussion on univariate indices.
	
			A single source for all kinds of MPCIs developed so far.
	
			Comprehensive analysis of the MPCIs, including analysis of real-life data.
	
			References provided at the end of each chapter encompass the entire literature available on the respective topic.
	
			Interpretation of the MPCIs and development of threshold values of many MPCIs are also included.


	
		This reference book is aimed at the post graduate students in Industrial Statistics. It will also serve researchers working in the ?eld of Industrial Statistics, as well as practitioners requiring thorough guidance regarding selection of an appropriate MPCI suitable for the problem at hand.
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Land of Lisp: Learn to Program in Lisp, One Game at a Time!No Starch Press, 2010

	
		Lisp has been hailed as the world's most powerful programming language, but its cryptic syntax and academic reputation can be enough to scare off even experienced programmers. Those dark days are finally over—Land of Lisp brings the power of functional programming to the people!

	
		With his brilliantly...
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Easy Microsoft Excel 2010Que, 2010

	Welcome to the world of Excel. Okay, that’s a bit cheesy. But if you look around the business world, the fi nancial world, the manufacturing world, and any other industry you can of, you will see people using Excel. Excel is everywhere. It is by far the most used program in the history of business applications. So...
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IBM Cognos 8 Report Studio CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Cognos Report Studio is widely used for creating and managing business reports in medium to large companies. It is simple enough for any business analyst, power user, or developer to pick up and start developing basic reports. However, when it comes to developing more sophisticated, fully functional business reports for wider audiences,...
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El Narcotraficante: Narcocorridos and the Construction of a Cultural Persona on the U.S.–Mexico Border (Inter-America Series)University of Texas Press, 2004

	Since the late 1970s, a new folk hero has risen to prominence in the U.S.-Mexico border region and beyond—the narcotrafficker. Celebrated in the narcocorrido, a current form of the traditional border song known as the corrido, narcotraffickers are often portrayed as larger-than-life "social bandits" who rise from poor or...
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Microsoft Windows 98 Training KitMicrosoft Press, 1998
At the end of the course, students will be able to:   Configure the hardware, system, and software settings that comprise the Windows 98 environment.  Manage hard disks in Windows 98.  Install and configure a local printer.  Install Windows 98 in a network environment.  Configure Windows 98 network components.  Implement Windows 98 on a Windows...
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Globalization 2.0: A Roadmap to the Future from Leading MindsSpringer, 2009
The recent near-collapse of the global financial sector and the resulting economic problems have caused a great deal of re-examining of the fundamental principles of globalization. This book showcases how leading managers perceive the current crises and the future of globalization. It offers trendsetting answers, solutions and a roadmap for the...
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